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Typical Scale of Watershed Models

Eno River near Durham, NC



Motivation

• There are numerous scientific questions and policy challenges 
regarding water resources (both quantity and quality) that require 
understanding of large watershed systems.

• Watershed models used to answer these questions are typically 
limited to small systems due to computational demands.

• Can we use the cloud to scale up our watershed models to large 
systems?



Scale

• Mississippi: 1,245,000 sq mi (3,220,000 km2)

• Chesapeake: 64,000 sq mi (166,000 km2)

• Eno (our case study watershed): 66 sq mi (171 km2)

Eno to Chesapeake (~ 1,000 times)

Eno to Mississippi (~ 20,000 times)



Background on Watershed Hydrology

Source: SWAT Theoretical Documentation



SWAT 

Model

Source: SWAT Theoretical Documentation



Challenges in Watershed Modeling

• Data Preparation
– Data exists, but files are large and require preprocessing

• Model Calibration
– Requires running the model multiple times with varying 

parameters

• Scale up Model to Large System (Chesapeake, Mississippi)
– Impractical using current approaches



Example

• Lucy would like to create a watershed model 
for the Eno River Basin for a scientific study on 
nutrient transport using the SWAT model

• Her first task is to perform a data “pre-
processing” step where available datasets are 
used to create model input files.



Data Preparation

Digital Elevation Models Land Use Datasets Digital Soil Surveys



Current Approach

• Download, reproject, geoprocess data

• ArcSWAT is a GIS-based tool for this from 

USDA

• EPA BASINS is a tool for this

• Despite these tools, these steps remain 

tedious, time consuming, and error prone.



Proposed 

Approach using 

the Cloud
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Example (cont.)

• Lucy’s next goal is to calibrate the model.  She 

allows certain model parameters to vary 

within some limits in order to minimize the 

difference between observed and predicted 

streamflow.



Example Model Output



Current Approach

• Use calibration routines that are single 

threaded and run on the PC. 

• Calibration takes over 1 day for the Eno

watershed using current approaches



Proposed 

Approach using 

the Cloud



HPC Cluster

Azure Compute Instances

Azure Compute Proxies





Early Results

Stage-in Compute Total

Scientist laptop 0 55 sec 55 sec

Win2 5 sec 60 sec 65 sec

Azure (ex-large) 53 sec 32 sec 85 sec



Details of the ENO SWAT Model

• Eno Watershed model includes 1,081 input and 
output files

• To update one of the parameters (CN2), 179 of 
these files will change

• Transferred to target node: 34.7 MB



Example (cont.)

• Lucy completes her study of the Eno, but now 

is interested in studying the larger Neuse River 

Basin (of which Eno is a part) to understand 

nutrient transport to the Tar-Pamlico Sound. 



Neuse River Basin

5,630 sq mi (~ 15,000 km2)

66 sq mi (171 km2)

Eno to Neuse = 85 times



Demonstration for Eno

• Modify model so that each 
subbasin is mapped to a different 
worker (Eno has 19 subbasins, 
Neuse might have 550) 

• Outflow for each subbasin can then 
be reduced and used by a single 
VM to estimate streamflow

• Data preprocessing and calibration 
steps would be the same



Issues

• Azure only or cloudbursting?

• Data storage mechanism?

• Data sharing/reuse policy?

• Task granularity / coding?

• Task synchronization (e.g., MPI)?



Summary

• Goal: to transition compute intensive steps in 
watershed modeling to the Cloud

– Data preparation and model calibration work is 
underway

– Reengineering watershed model will be next step


